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1 work level entrance
2 surgery hall
3 animal care area 
4 laboratory 
5 vertical connections 
6 dressing room  
7 volunteers and professionals accommodation
8 archive / storage room
9 tourists entrance 
10 courtyard / gathering area 
11 relaxing area / observation point

 
 

12 projection and conference hall 
13 technical room  
14 exhibition gallery / interaction
15 restaurant
16 bar
17 bar counter and kitchen 
18 toilet 
19 front desk 
20 guests accommodation  
21 staff accommodation
22 parking / departure area

 
 

The new International Wildlife Center is located in 
the southern section of the Kruger National Park’s 
enormity, on a upland in the south-western slope of 
Muntshe Hill. The choice of the position is due to 
some peculiar causes like proximity to the streets 
existing in the sorrounding area, Muntshe Loop 
and Mlondozi Loop, and mostly for the privileged 
view above Mlondozi Dam’s area, a big artificial 
lake where it is easy to see animals near the water. 
Proximity to the streets is also essential in case of 
animal rescuing to easily transport them to veteri-
nary clinic or for tourists’ outings departures. 
The building is placed on the slope using declivity  
to grow itself in three different levels: the ground 
floor hosts the veterinary clinic and the volounteers’  

accommodations with separate entrance; on the 
first floor there are all the services to promote 
wildlife as well as those needed for the guests; 
private spaces for guests and workers are at the 
second level of the building. 
As in traditional home or village, the building is 
constituted by different parts: those are the three 
different levels. The base keeps in memory of a pile 
dwelling, the podium is the central part and con-
tains all the public areas that are organized around 
a big patio shaded by walls permeated with light 
throughout the square voids. The roof is para-sited 
with big thatched hut, arranged to create private 
spaces and open public areas where it is possible 
to see the sorrounding breathtaking landscape.  
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